The translation of the basic numbers is as follows: 1-.. one, 2 :two, )=three (or two and one), 4-== :h.alf a hand, 5 =one hand, 6-= one from the hand on this side, 7 =two from the hand on this side, B=three (or two and one) from the hand on this side, 9=half a hand from the hand on this side, 10 =two hands, 11-=-one from the foot, 12=two from the foot, 13 =three (or two and one) from the foot, 14 = half a hand from the foot, 15:: one foot, 16 =one from the foot on this side, 17 =two from the foot on this side, 18 =three (or two and one) from the foot on this side, 19 = half a hand from the foot on this side, 20 =-two feet,
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Counting in the abstract, however, is impossible. Before counting can begin it is necessary to know the class of the object that is to be counted.
Furthermore, singular, dual and plural categories are determined not by the number of objects being counted, but by the occurence of singular, dual or plural digits used in the formation of the numbers. We are using the term 2 'digit I to refer only to numbers one to five which make up the primary numerical unit.. Noun number agreement with the numbers is also in relation to the digits of the numbers rather than to the number of objects.
1. As ne have seen, two units of ten are basic to the Bora nwnber system.
Within each decade are two primary units of five, hence a quinary system within the double decimal system~ :Each digit vdthin each uriit of five is either singular, dual or plural. Hote that dual and plural are marked by suffixes -cu and -va respectively and that singular is marked by the absence of such morphemes.
1.1. 'fhe first four digits are included in each unit of five. 1.2. The form of the fifth digit varies with each unit of five within each decade. It also is plural, e.g. 5 = tsa-hojts~wava (tsa one + hojts3::
hand + -wa qualifier + -va plural , 10::: tsa-hojts3::cmmva ( tsa one + hojts3::
hand + -cu dual + -wa qualifier + -va plural), 15:: tsa-jtuhavmva (tsa ~ + jtu-foot + -ha qualifier + -wa qualifier + -Va plural), 20:.: tsa-jtuha.cyuwava .
(tsa ~ + jtu-foot+ -ha qualifier+ -cu dual+ -vra qualifier+ -va plural). waaumiba ten times • -allu top + -ri ~ + tsa one + -wa qualifier , 289 =- 1.4. i,iany of the numbers may be described in several ways. These differences correspond largely to different geographic areas. ,,
.
+ -cu dual , 13 = papichuuwava mejtuhatyu papichuu three + -vm quah.fier + -va plural+ me-possessive+ jtu-foot~ -ha qualifier+ -tu from) or m~jt~hatyu p~pich~m'fava (me-possessive + jtu-foot + -ha qualifier + -tu from + p.;.pic:tmu three + -wa qualifier + -vu plural). 2. Numbers are non-animate substantives (adjectives ) 6 formed with one or more of the five primary digits. Fach digit takes first order animate or inanimate qualifying suffixes in agreement ,n.th the object counted. It is impossible to count without reference to some object~ The digits may also be used without qualifying suffixes as modifiers of nouns. 6 2.1. Digits one and two must always be followed by the name of the object ; or by the qualifying suffix representing the object, e.g. 1 tree = tsa' umehe (tsa one+ mne-tree+ -he qualifier) or 1 (tree): tsahe (tsa ~+-he qualifier), 2 trees= mi ~ehecu (mi tTTO + lliile-tree + -he qualifier + -CU dual) or 2 (trees) :: mihecu (mi two + -he qualifier + -cu dual).
2.2. Digits three, four and five, hm·mver, may be used ·without reference 2.3. There are many inanimate qualifying suffixes. The final morphemes of inanimate nouns are qualifiers. Such qualifiers may be used apart from the nouns vrith adjectives and pronouns in referring to the objects v.rhen such objects are not nmned. Each qualifying suffix refers to a class of similar objects (shape predominates). Thus in order to count vn.thout naming an object it is necessary to refer to that object by using the proper qualifying suffix, e.g~ 1;. tsane (tsa ~ + -ne qualifier referring to an intangible object), tsawa (tsa ~ + -wa qualifier referring to a board, paddle, seed, etc.), tsaco (tsa one+ -co qualifier referring to a pole, stick, etc.), tsmn:i: (tsa one+ -m:i:
qualifier referring to a canoe, car, ship, truck, airplane, etc.), tsaj3:: (tsa one T -j3: qualifier referring to a coin, button, dish, etc.), ts~ijyu (tsa ~ + -ijyu qualifier referring to a day), ts~ba~:i: ( tsa ~ -1--bacllll:i: qualifier referring to a leaf, book, piece of paper, bill, etc. The tone phonemes are high and lov,r, high being written with an acute accent, lo-r,r left unmarked.
3 It would appear that palatalization is conditioned following i and a.
Hovmver, it does not always occur and there are numerous word pairs, 4 Tone modification in Bora is very extensive, It is often caused by the addition or subtraction of suffixes.
5
, ,, , We have been unable to break dovm the meaning of l1aaumiba, but it refers to all ten fingers of the hands.
6 Substantives in Bora are divided into three classes; adjectives, pronouns and nouns~ Adjectives are non-a.11iinate taking either anilnate or inanimate qualifying suffixes. Nouns and pronouns are animate or inanimate.
